
Grigna
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About 40km of Milan, on the out kin of Lecco, ea ily approachable by car or
train, i the outhem Grigna or Grignetta ( I 4m). The Grigna with the northern
Grignone (2403m), higher but le important for climbing form the E ide ofComo
Lake. for half a century the Grigna ha been an ideal playground for the Milan
climber.

The group ha al 0 pia ed an important part in the history of climbing. Here in
fact Ca in the famous Italian climber, tarted his activity and moreover here he
u ed to train before moving to the W Alp or Dolomite. Bonatti, him el , another
ba i figure in the hi tOry of climbing, ha alway found the Grigna one of the be t
place wherein to praeti e. Thi is the rea on why Ca in and Bonatti route are 0

plentiful in thi group. [n the group itself the Oppio route (ED) at the a 0 Cavallo
(Hor e StOne) has been considered for some years a the most difficult one of all the
Alps.

CRICNA

Grigna ha a really good y tern of huts and marked footpath. ing the e lOtS
of people can have beautiful and safe walks in an environment which remind one of
the Dolomite. At the ame time the climber can ea ily move to the tart of their
routes at maximum by It hour of walking from the parking area. This i in Pian
dei Re inelli village (bus- top from Lecco, hops, camping) which ha to be

n idered a the centre of the climbing area.
Grigna i characterized b a multiLUde of lime tOne pinnacles, tOwer and

ridges. ually the route are not longer than IO~ 150m, but most of the time it is
po ible to put tOgether a y tern of the e in a way to have a long route of every kind
of difficulty. A good example of this i the climb you can have at the fungo
(Mushroom) and Lancia (Lance) pinnacle. After the S ridge of the fungo (0+) and
a little abseil you can directly climb the Accademici route (AD+) at the Lancia
pinnacle, from the tOP of which just by a 40m abseil you are back again at the place
where you tarted. Another good combination is the Albertini and Le co, both
graded 0, at the Magnaghi tower.
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GRIGNA

Special attention is directed to the Coma del Nibbio (Kite Horn). This 80m high
tower is just 5 minutes from the road. On the E face of it, close together are some
very nice classic routes. The most famous is the Comici (ED); on the same face there
are a couple of artificial climbs too. The place is usually quite crowded; in fact, the

overhanging face is a perfect playground, especially when the weather is bad.
Apart from the Sasso Cavallo ones, the longest routes are at the Corno Medale.

This is a 350m wall above Lecco town and few minutes from the road. The rock is
usually perfect and most of the routes have running belays in place. Special care has
been taken by the local section of the CAI in equipping the abseiling points.

The Grigna is on the way that leads you to the more famous Bernina, Disgrazia
and Badile groups. It is particularly convenient therefore for anyone visiting this
part of the Alps or who has been driven away from these by bad weather.

Reference
Sealala neUe Grigne C. Cima (Ed. Tamari Bologna 1975).

Norwegian centenary
Jocelin and Geoffrey Winthrop Young

On the 21 July 1876 Cecil Slingsby completed the first ascelll alone of Store
Skagastolstind while Emanuel Mohn and Knut Lykkenstood below on Mohn's
Skar and cheered him on in their nail-less boots. The centenary celebrations were
clearly going to be worthy of the occasion, knowing the NOrWegians, so we started
preparing in 1956. On the 21 July of that year, the President of the Tindeklub led
me up over the Slingsbybrae and the original route. Conditions were superb and
the sun shone all day and nearly all night. At Mohn's Skar I unroped and climbed
up to the right towards Mesle Skag, as W.C.S. had done and looked back at the
tower of Skag to see if I could solve the problem of the rock-fall he said must have
taken place since the first ascent (see Norway p 207). From here the ridge looks
formidably steep and forbidding and the only obvious fault lies away to the left
where a chimney is visible. W.C.S. must have been in some haste, as it was after 6 in
the evening and they had a long trip back to Vormelid before them. I have no
doubt that he saw the chimney and raced back down to the Skar and did not think
of trying the ridge itself. This would have made the climb more difficult than it
need have been and he would have returned by the same route followiI}g his cairns.

On the 20 July 1976 Turtagro was seething with activity as we passed through on
our way up to the hut. Here we found the Tindeklub in force and Odell in full
form. All the proper formalities were followed and below in Turtagro Slingsby's
mountain papers and the summit stone of Skag, on a stately pedestal, waited for
presentation to the Tindeklub after the event.

The weather was not promising and the top did not clear and there was evidence
of snow squalls far down the rocks of Dyrhaugstind opposite. To carry on the
family tradition we decided to have a rope of one grandson and 2 great-grandsons
of Slingsby: Philip Gordon was to lead, while my son Geoffrey was to come on the
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